Environmental Science and Engineering. 40th Reunion and Restart Party

Mike and Bart
Fate and Transport of Organic Chemicals in the Aquatic Environment

Written Exam Summary

On the first day Suffet said: Let there be water. And there was water and it was good and it was the mover and shaker. On the second day he said: Let there be bursting bubbles. And he created bursting bubbles. And on the third day he said: Let the models not be reality. And they were not.

The famous 'Whitman Model' - transport mechanisms between environmental compartments
1. I should be panicking, but I don’t feel like it. AW.
2. So you mean like a permanent fish? KAG
3. (Sigh) To To MA! AWM.
4. If you had a speed bump it’s all over. HU.
5. The idea is that I’ll get more done here than at home. I just have to get started. O.AWM.
6. It’s whatever time it says on your watch. SP.
7. We’re all in the same boat, and SDm/m is sinking.
8. We’re all biologically challenged. AWM
9. It’s biolysis.
10. We’ll crack the vegetables = wind erosion.
11. Fresh kids like tasty cookies = lack of erosion. AWM/AV.
12. Yeah — right!
13. It’s Jingle.
14. If (better be) over! SDm.
15. The 60% club, or 4 x 60% = 240%. SDm/AV.
16. I’m going bald! MMK?
17. I’m still Muguie. SDm.
18. I hate that shit. AWM.
19. This is fun — we should do this more often. AWM.
20. Let’s get ready to rumble! Boxing Guy.
(l. to r.)
Ken Margolis, Gino Bianchi, Mel Suffet,
Dean Afifi, Lizette (Baunsachs) Gold,
Arthur Winer, Mark Gold
WARNING
NO SWIMMING

SWIMMING WITHIN 100 YARDS OF THE STORM DRAIN OUTLET IS PROHIBITED. STORM DRAIN WATERS MAY BE CONTAMINATED WITH HUMAN DISEASE CAUSING BACTERIA AND VIRUS OR HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS WASHED DOWN FROM URBAN AREAS.

ADVERTENCIA
PELIGRO
PROHIBIDO NADA

NOTA PROHIBIDO NADAR DENTRO DE 100 YARDAS DEL DRENAGE, LAS AGUAS DEL DRENAGE PUEDEN ESTAR CONTAMINADAS CON BACTERIAS, VIRA Y QUIZÁS ROCIONES PROVENIENTES DE Zonas URBANAS.
Whitman Miller (as of Feb. 1) & Melissa Hagan (as of Apr. 1) have a new address:
326 North Carolina Ave., SE #3 Washington, DC 20003  Tel: 202/547-5813
Until further notice: WhitmanM@aol.com  MHagan@aol.com
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